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• Desert – montane environments
• Western North America
• Nest in cliffs
• Prey: Rodents
Golden Eagles
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What were our “sites”?
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How do you age a Golden Eagle?
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Gradimir
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We identified 
356 individuals
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Estimated age classes of 
individuals we saw, and 
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Objective 1: Results
2013 p = 0.75 
2014 p = 0.9027 
Our age distribution was 
not different than the 
known
Are some age classes more likely to visit bait sites?1
We’re detecting them 
according to their 
abundance in the 
wild
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Graphed eagle occurrences 
sites and conducted a 
Wilcoxon test to compare 
years











































W = 5, p = 0.01*
2013 2014
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W = 38, p = 0.08
Variation 
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Does age structure of eagle populations vary 
between sites and over years?2
2013 had a larger 
reproductive output than 
2014
Does eagle age structure vary across latitude? 3
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Linear Regression
2013 N = 6










































































































































































































Does eagle age structure vary across latitude? 3
Not that we detected
What did we find?
• Our age distribution was no different than that 
of the known distribution
• 2013 had a larger reproductive output than 
2014
• Eagle age does not varies across latitude
Take-Homes
• Camera traps can provide key insight into animal 
behavior and age distribution
• We observed age structure and inter-annual 
variation in reproductive success 
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